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RESEARCHES A N D DISCOVERIES IN KENT
THE SITE OF THE CHURCH OF ST. GILES, SARRE

During September 1982 a team sponsored by the Isle o f Thanet
Archaeological Unit made use of a brief opportunity between crops
to carry out trial excavations in the field east of the windmill at Sarre,
Thanet. This piece of downland is the site of the Sarre Anglo-Saxon
cemetery° and, traditionally, of the medieval church of St. Giles.
The object o f the work was t o find the church foundations, t o
establish their exact position, and the extent of any plough attrition.
Ordnance Survey maps show the site of St. Giles to be just north of
Perkins Chalkpit. This was reinforced by aerial photographs which
reveal an extensive crop-mark running north from the east—west lip of
the chalkpit at c. 80 m. from the Sarre end. Within living memory
worked stone and human skeletal material has been eroded from the
cliff edge at this point.14 From the foregoing evidence it was deemed
expedient to run a trial trench i n three sections parallel t o the
northern lip of the chalkpit, see Fig. 1, A, B, C. The labour involved
proved to be slight as the chalk hereabout has an overburden of light
friable plough soil of only about 30 cm. depth.
The excavation of section B of Trial Trench 1 quickly revealed a
course of large flints in mortar resting on irregular clunch blocks. The
whole appeared to be a section of wall about 80 cm. wide and running
north-north-east. Its position is just 5 m. east of that given by the
Ordnance Survey: N.G.R. TR 26226506. A second trench (D in Fig.
1) was excavated running north—south. This encountered a robber
trench abutting a deep downcutting in the chalk. Section C of Trial
Trench 1 found chalk at 30 cm. below the field surface. The soil
within the foundations (cross-hatched in Fig. 1) was a heavy brown
loam, its surface exhibiting demolition material. The depth of this
layer was demonstrated by the removal of the robber trench fill and
was 1.10 m. at that point in TT2. A few sherds of medieval pottery
were found in the demolition material surface, these in a greenglazed Tyler Hill fabric.
Section A of Trial Trench 1 uncovered two graves:
Grave 1
Length 1.90 m., width 0.75 m., depth (from chalk surface) 0.32 m.
Orientated east—west 260°, head (upper o f two burials) west.
13John Breat, 'Account o f the Society's Researches in the Saxon Cemetery at
Sarre', Arch. Cant., v (1862-3), 305-22; vi (1864-5), 157-85; vii (1868), 307-21.
14Personal communication with Sarre villagers and farmworkers.
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Fig. 1. Building foundations and graves revealed by trenching, the sunken interior of the building is shown by
hatching. Inset, the trial trenches relative to the modern road, (A253), and village of Sarre. The area marked 6E' is
that of the Anglo-Saxon cemetery excavated in 1862-68.
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Burial 1, very fragmentary remains of an adult, skull and arms
ploughed off, burial level with the chalk surface. Two pot-sherds at
the foot of the grave were in black and red fabrics (not illustrated),
the latter with traces of rouletting as in a Frankish bottle vase.
Burial 2, bone fragments of an adult scattered through fill of brown
loam at all levels. Animal teeth and bone fragments (OvislCapra) at
east end. Small sherds of Iron Age and Belgic pottery in lower fill.
Grave 2
Length 1.80 m., width 0.60 m., depth 0.22 m. Orientated east—west
2600, head west. Female, stature estimated at 116 cm. (3 ft. 9in.).
Age calculated from dentition at between 6 and 8 years. Beneath the
jaw was a group of objects comprised of fragments of a silver ring,
four beads, a small pendant, and two rim fragments from glass
vessels. I t is assumed that these objects were components o f a
necklace. The ring fragments were of round wire without knots, see
Fig. 2, no. 1. Two of the beads, Fig. 2, rios. 2 and 3, were of red
vitreous clay, another, no. 4, was of blue-green glass, and the fourth,
no. 5, was a pierced amethyst. The pendant, see Fig. 2, no. 6, consists
of a disc of dark blue glass mounted in a silver band of flat section,
fragments of a silver suspension loop (not illustrated) were found.
One side of the glass disc is decorated with a spot of pale blue glass,
while the other side has a series of grooves. Although the two glass
rim fragments are from different vessels, both are of clear bluish
metal and have folded bead rims, see Fig. 2, nos. 7 and 8. Surface
inspection reveals no corrosion damage or usage wear and both have
a high polish. Presumably, they were strung through the fold cavity.
On the left breast was a larger glass sherd. This fragment of clear
bluish glass appears to be part of a palm cup, see Fig. 2, no. 9. It has a
doubly-folded outward-turned rim which bears a band o f lateral
striations on the outside, presumably usage wear. Harden lists a palm
cup of Class X(c) (bell tumbler variety) as coming from Sarre.' This
vessel is preserved at Maidstone Museum and is attributed to Sarre,
although i t cannot be located to a given grave o r even year o f
excavation. Two similar cups were found at Old Westgate Court
Farm, Canterbury in 1982.10

15 D.B. Harden, 'Glass Vessels in Britain and Ireland, Studies in Dark Age Britain',
(1956), 160.
16 P. Bennett, 'Old Westgate Court Farm Site', Arch. Cant., xcviii (1982), 221.
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Two fragments of worked stone from Elms Farmhouse
On concluding the excavations described above the writer asked
Mr M. Baxter i f he knew o f any ancient worked stone i n the
neighbourhood. I t transpired that his home, Elms Farmhouse, was
far older than its Georgian façades suggest, retaining medieval
stonework, the latter being incorporated into a Tudor edifice. I t
would seem t o be that same farmhouse which, rebuilt i n brick,
replaced the ancient Sarre Court; once the manor house of the Criol
family.17 Renovation this century caused some stone to be removed
and stacked on a rockery. Two fragments from this source were parts
of the figure of an armoured knight carved from Caen stone:
Fig. 2, no. 10.
This is the left side of a figure from waist to upper thigh. It represents
armour in the `Camail and Jupon' style of the period c. 1360—1410.
The fragment displays the typical wasp-waisted appearance dictated
by the introduction o f breast and back plates, and the skirt of a
hawberk shows below the jupon. A t the hem the jupon is dagged or
laciniated and is encircled by a hip-belt or baldric of square links
worn low and horizontally. The carving bears traces of applied gold
leaf. Armour o f this period is well represented by monumental
brasses, with three examples from Kent.18 Evolutionary changes
within the style can be closely dated, and in the case of this fragment,
belt style and position and cut o f jupon are chronologically diagnostic. The great majority of brasses exhibiting parallel arrangements date from between 1385 and 1405.19
Fig. 2, no. 11.
This depicts the lower leg defended by plate armour front and back.
It is o f the same stone as the larger fragment, and scale and
workmanship suggest that both are parts of the same figure.

17John Lewis, The History of Thanet (1723), 29.
18Sir Roger Braybrok, (1405), and Sir Nicholas Hawberk, (1407), both at Cobham,
and Sir Roger Attelese, (1394), at Sheldwich.
19Good parallels are: William de Aldburgh, (1360), Aldborough, Yorks. Lord John
Harsich, (1384), Southacre, Norfolk. Sir George Felbrigge, (1400), Playford, Suffolk.
Sir John Wingfield, (1400), Letheringham, Suffolk. S i r Roger Drury, (1405)
Rougham, Suffolk.
Similar figures: Sir Robert Swynborne, (1391), Little Horkesley, Essex. Sir Robert
Albyn, (c. 1400), Hemel Hempstead, Herts. (Unknown c. 1400), Laughton, Lincolnshire.
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Fig. 2. Objects 1-8 (Scale: 1 1 ) , object 9 (Scale: 1/2), objects 10 and 11 (Scale: 1/6).
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DISCUSSION

There can be little doubt that the two Anglo-Saxon graves discovered
belong to the Sarre cemetery, although situated 40 m. beyond the
easternmost graves shown on the cemetery plan.2° This must bring
the extent of the burial ground into question. In 1862-68 the graves
were found by probing.2' It is unlikely that graves as shallow as those
described above would be detected by that method (the chalk surface
hereabout is pitted with solution hollows) so that the density o f
burials within the 'excavated' area of the cemetery becomes problematic. Originally, these graves must have been cut through a much
deeper overburden now denuded by erosion so that, as in the nearby
Monkton cemetery, they are in danger from the plough.
On first consideration the site of the church of St. Giles would seem
to be satisfactorily established. Structure of foundations and ground
scatter unite with tradition in supporting this identification. Only one
dissenting voice, that of John Lewis, places the church at c. 151 m.
from what he called 'the town.'22 Two aspects of the evidence from
this excavation tend, however, towards an alternative hypothesis.
The first is that both crop-marks and excavation indicate a rectangular foundation with its long axis bearing c. north-north-east, the
wrong orientation for a church. A second anomaly is that trenching
near the ruin did not produce the densely grouped burials and loose
skeletal material typical of medieval church sites, e.g. those excavated in Thanet at Shuart and Woodchu.rch.23
If the church was of cruciform plan, however, what survives could
be a northern arm, perhaps a chantry chapel. Since the excavated
foundation is over 18 m. long by at least 12 m. wide, any building of
which it was such a 'fragment' would be of generous proportions,
although St. Giles has been described as small. Whatever the original
nature of the building its remains are preserved for future investigation, only the single course of flints being within reach of agricultural
processes.

20 A plan of Brent's cemetery excavation was drawn up by a Rev. Drake, but was
never published. The writer is indebted to Mrs. S.C. Hawkes for providing a copy of
the plan.
21John Brent, op. cit., v, 310.
22 John Lewis, op. cit., 27.
23 A heavy density of burials was encountered during Thanet Archaeological Unit
excavations on medieval church sites at Woodchurch, (forthcoming), and Shuart; see
F. Jenkins, 'The Church o f A l l Saints, Shuart in the Isle o f Thanet', i n (Ed.)
A. Detsicas, Collectanea Historica: Essays in Memory of Stuart Rigold, 148-54.
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The proximity of St. Giles to Elm Farmhouse makes the ruin the
most likely source o f the monumental fragments. Most probable
contenders for the identity of the knight represented are the members
of the Criol family.24 Of these Sir Nicholas de Criol held Sarre and
Upper Court until his death in 1380. He was succeeded by his son,
Sir William de Criol, who died in 1412. Since Sir William would have
known no other style of equipage than camail and jupon during his
maturity, its post mortem depiction on his tomb would not be unduly
anachronistic and a close parallel for such practice exists.25
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES FROM MAIDSTONE
MUSEUM
Prehistoric
COBHAM

Three flint implements were found by D. Lloyd in Cobham Park:
1. Acheulian hand-axe, pointed, twisted; 85 x55 x 27 mm. N.G.R.
TQ 681687.
2. Mesolithic axe, triangular in section; length 175 mm., width 48
mm. N.G.R. TQ 678688.
3. Mesolithic axe, roughly oval in section; length 89 mm.; width 38
mm. N.G.R. TO 682684.

• 24 Charles Cotton, 'The History and Antiquities o f the Church and Parish o f St.
Laurence, Thanet, (1895), 175.
25 Sir Roger Swynborne and son, Little Horkesley, Essex, 1412. In this brass the
father is depicted armed i n camail and jupon style, while his son wears the later
fashion.
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